
SPRING BASKET and FALL TOTE 


SUPPLIES:

	 suggested fabric

	 	 quilter cotton for basket, 

	 	 ultra-suede for tote

	 *optional interfacing

	 	 iron on light weight interfacing  


STITCH STRAP

	 Fold and press strap (Piece 2 basket or piece 3 tote) in half lengthwise.

	 Fold strap edges to meet at center at inside.

	 Fold to inside and edgestitch.


STITCH TOTE

	 *Apply tote/basket (Piece 1) interfacing to back of tote/basket fabric (Piece 1).

	 Stitch tote front and back together at sides.

	 Crease and stitch bottom corner darts.

	 Turn tote right side out.

	 

FACING

	 Turn tote opening to inside 1/2”. Press. Stitch edge in place.


STITCH STRAP TO TOTE

	 Turn in ends of strap. 

	 Stitch strap ends to basket at dot markings.


SEASONAL BUNNY’S ACCESSORIES






SUMMER PUFFY STAR


SUPPLIES:

	 fabric

	 stuffing

	 4” of 1/8” ribbon or elastic 


PREPARATION

	 Cut out 2 squares (Piece 4) right sides together.

	 Trace with a pencil around star shape onto wrong side of fabric for stitching lines.


STITCH TOGETHER

	 Stitch star tracing along stitching lines with tiny stitches.

	 Cut out star shape 1/8” from stitching lines.

	 Clip into corners, being careful not to clip stitching.

	 

	 Cut one 1/2” opening at the center of the star.	 

	 Turn and stuff.

	 Hand stitch, fuse or glue a small patch over the opening.


STRAP

	 Knot ends of ribbon together and hand stitch to the star.




WINTER MITTENS


SUPPLIES:

	 velvet for mittens

	 low pile plush for cuff

	 1/8” cord or ribbon use *approximately 12”


MITTEN

	  Pin 2 mitten (Piece 5) right sides together.

	  Stitch from lower edge and around thumb to dot marking, leaving an opening.

	 

CUFF

	 Fold cuff (Piece 6) in half lengthwise.

	 Stitch cuff to lower edge of mitten.

	 Tack cord to corner edge of cuff.

	 Stitch mitten side opening.

	 Clip mitten corners and curves.

	 Turn mitten right side out.


REPEAT PROCESS FOR SECOND MITTEN, *adjusting cord to desired length.


	




